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Job Description         Thiel & Partner GmbH                                                                   

 

 
Thiel & Partner have been producing and distributing high quality drivers under the accuton® brand since 
1994. Our drivers are made of stiff membrane materials such as Al²O³ ceramics, CVD-diamond and 
aluminium sandwich and are produced in Bexbach in Saarland, Germany. Management, development and 
distribution are coordinated in Pulheim near Cologne, Germany. 
We strive to lead the global market in the highest quality dynamic loudspeaker drivers in both construction 
and sound. To this end, we  apply stringent quality criteria and technological expertise in the development  
of our products. We also provide our customers with extensive support in the design and development of 
high-quality loudspeakers for home and automotive use. 
 
We are looking for an employee for the following position in our production base in 66450 Bexbach 
(Saarland) as soon as possible: 

Production Engineer  
 
The following qualifications are required to fill the advertised position: 
 
Professional: 

- a science or engineering degree 
- ideally, work experience in a producing company 
- basic knowledge in production planning and project management  

in a certified environment (ISO 9001) 
- basic knowledge  in loudspeaker technology and simulation 
- thorough knowledge in all MS Office Programms 
- basic knowledge  in CAD – specifically Solidworks  

 
Personal: 

- excellent manual ability for delicate work – a „steady hand“ 
- a talent for organization and teamwork 
- competence in leadership and motivation 
- good english 
- a willingness to learn in a continually developing market 

 
We can offer you: 

- an above average salary for this position and a merit-based bonus 
- a company car – also for personal use 
- Flexible working hours 
- a pleasant team and working environment  
- promotion opportunities 

 
If you are interested in applying for the abovementioned position, please send your application with the 
usual documents, preferably via email, to the contact person listed below. We look forward to hearing from 
you. 
 
Adrian Bankewitz  
Thiel & Partner GmbH 
Rommerskirchener Str. 21 
DE - 50259 Pulheim 
Tel.: 02238-475-475 
Email: ceo@accuton.com        
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